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“Different Lives” Conference
Provides International
Perspectives on Biography
By John A. Farrell
Did liberal scholarship,
degrading the principle of
truth with postmodern theory,
pave the way for Donald
Trump’s duplicity?
Biographer Nigel
Hamilton, a former BIO
president, proposed as much
in a biting address that
launched “Different Lives,” a three-day conference on biography at the University
of Groningen in The Netherlands, in late September.
“The White House was won . . . by a real estate developer committed to a
platform of misogyny, hatred of immigrants, opposition to federal government,
and greed-obsessed fantasy as preferable to reality,” said Hamilton. “Americans . .
. are now living with the worrying outcome of that election—especially its
implications for the concept of truth.”
Trump’s “Orwellian suppression of truthfulness” has roots in postwar
postmodern and deconstructionist theories, Hamilton contended. Laudably, he said,
biographers have resisted the call.
Organized by Hans Renders’s team at the Biography Institute in Groningen,
with support from BIO and the Biography Society in France, the conference lured
biographers from four continents and 18 countries.
The keynote address was given by British biographer Richard Holmes, winner
of the 2018 BIO Award. The Dutch Biography Prize was given to Onno Blom, for
his book on artist and writer Jan Wolkers. And the conference attendees were
treated, midway through the program, to author Nick Weber’s stately, successful
defense of his Ph.D. thesis on the painter Piet Mondrian.
BIO member Carl Rollyson spoke on the art of presidential biography. Writers
from Iran, Russia, and Vietnam reminded attendees to not take for granted the
immeasurable value of artistic freedom. Lindie Koorts of South Africa and Spain’s
Maria Jesus Gonzalez gave instructive talks on how contemporary political issues
affect the choices and interpretations made by biographers in their two countries.
Hamilton addressed issues of truthfulness and politics as well. We are “now
confronting the effects of American cultural decay” symbolized by “a reckless
administration of willful know-nothings,” he said, in a talk titled “Truth, Lies, and
Fake Truth: The Future of Biography.”
Drawing from his own
writings and experience, and
quoting from critic Michiko
Kakutani’s book, The Death
of Truth: Notes on Falsehood
in the Age of Trump, Hamilton traced a line from the more extreme forms of
poststructuralism, deconstruction, and postmodernism—that paint history, political
verities, and at times science as social constructions—to today’s “fake news”
climate.
With a few exceptions, biographers have resisted, Hamilton said. In the
discipline, “truth has remained a red line,” he contended, a reason that readers have
turned to biography in its recent golden age, for its reliance on “verifiable facts.”
Biographers “hewed to what was biography’s lifeblood: non-fiction,” he said,
and “were pressed to work harder than ever in their search of the truth about real
individuals. Where footnotes and endnotes had once been considered de trop in
biography, they now became mandatory.”
Biographers, resisting the lure of postmodern theory, are now “willing to work
harder to find and authenticate sources, do new interviews, challenge and update
earlier accounts—to do, in short, the intense forensic research . . . footnoted and
endnoted, that had once been the prerogative of the academic historian.”
Joanny Moulin, the president of the Biography Society and a member of BIO’s
Advisory Council, replied in part to Hamilton in his own talk on biography. “My
take on biography is theoretical, because I am French,” he said wryly. Biographers
may resist the extreme interpretations—and extreme criticism—of postmodern
theory, Moulin said, but it is foolish to say that social constructs and other forces
don’t guide the lives and choices of individuals.
Biographers cannot close their eyes to the implications and insights of modern
theory, Moulin contended. The notion that we can “go back to the good old days—
this is nonsense,” he said.
Lectures about the culture of biography in Canada, the Netherlands, Italy, and
Indonesia were alternated by roundtables. During these discussions, there was a
lively debate on propositions about censorship, the reception of biography, and the
relationship between biography and history. Finally, David Veltman made some
remarks about the political impact of artists’ biographies in Belgium.
This well-attended conference was prepared to the very detail by Hans Renders
(another member of BIO’s Advisory Council), Madelon Nanninga-Franssen, and
David Veltman. During the farewell dinner, they were frequently called upon to
organize such an event again.

Apply Now for
the Caro
Fellowship
BIO is accepting applications for
the Robert and Ina Caro
Research/Travel Fellowship. BIO
members with a work in progress
can apply to receive funding for
research trips to archives or to
important settings in their
subject’s lives. The fellowship is
restricted to supporting works of
biography and not works of
history, autobiography, or
memoir.
The application deadline is
February 1, 2019. In the spring
of 2019, BIO will award either
one $5,000 or two $2,500
fellowships, based on the
judgment of the panel of three
judges: Deirdre David, Caroline
Fraser, and Marc Leepson. To
apply, click here.
The Caro Fellowship, first
awarded in 2018, is given in
honor of Robert and Ina Caro,
whose work demonstrates the
crucial importance of depicting a
sense of place in delineating
character.

First-time
Biographers,
Apply Now for
the Rowley
Prize
BIO is accepting applications for
the Hazel Rowley Prize. The
prize rewards a first-time
biographer with: funding (the
$2,000 award); a careful reading
from an established agent; one
year’s membership in BIO (along
with registration for the annual
Biographers International
Organization Conference); and
publicity for the author and
project through the BIO website,
The Biographer’s Craft
newsletter, etc. The prize is a
way for BIO—an organization of
biographers, agents, editors, and
biography devotees—to advance
its mission and extend its reach
to talented new practitioners.
The prize is open to all firsttime biographers anywhere in the
world who are writing in
English; who are working on a
biography that has not been
commissioned, contracted, or
self-published; and who have
never published a book-length
biography, history, or work of
narrative nonfiction. Biography
is defined for this prize as a
narrative of an individual’s life
or the story of a group of lives.
Innovative ways of treating a life
(or lives) will be considered at
the committee’s discretion.
Memoirs, however, are not
eligible.
Learn more about the prize
and the application process here.

John Farrell is the author of biographies of Tip O’Neill, Clarence Darrow, and Richard Nixon.

Biography Demonstrates the
Power of Oratory
By Jane Lincoln Taylor, New York

Have Your Voice
Heard on BIO's
New Podcast

Correspondent
On October 2, the aptly named Center for the
Study of Transformative Lives at New York
University (NYU) hosted a talk by David W.
Blight on his new biography, Frederick
Douglass: Prophet of Freedom, published by
Simon & Schuster. It’s the story of a man
who transformed himself—and helped
transform the world through his words.
Douglass was born a slave in 1818; after
20 years of servitude and nine as an escaped
fugitive, he became a renowned writer, editor,
and speaker, championing the ideals of
freedom, natural rights, and human equality.
“People still look to him for answers,” said
Blight, and his narrative shows why. Douglass

David W. Blight published an
annotated edition of Frederick
Douglass's second
autobiography in 2013.

was one of the most photographed and well-

BIO is launching a podcast. If
you’re a writer who is willing to
be interviewed about your latest
book, please drop a note to BIO
member Lisa Napoli, who has
been working with BIO board
member Sonja Williams on this
project.
We are particularly interested
in writers of color, writers who
are profiling subjects from
diverse backgrounds, and
upcoming books or new books
published in the last year.

known men of his time, giving thousands of talks throughout the U.S. and Europe,
in an era known as “the golden age of oratory.”

From the Editor

The evening was moderated by Philip Kunhardt, a biographer of Abraham
Lincoln, who teaches at NYU and runs the center. Kunhardt praised Blight’s
superb mastery of secondary and primary sources (including a previously unknown
Douglass family scrapbook) and his clear, vivid writing style.
Blight, who also wrote Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory
and A Slave No More: Two Men Who Escaped to Freedom, Including Their Own
Narratives of Emancipation, spent almost a decade on this book. As Douglass
himself wrote three autobiographies, one might think the biographer’s task would
be easy, but Blight smiled as he said, “Never trust anyone who wrote 1,200 pages
of autobiography!” Although Douglass’s own writings were clearly a treasured
resource, they have their limitations. Blight’s task was to “carve around them,”
evaluating not only what Douglass said (and why), but what he did not say.
Biography of a Voice
Blight at one point considered calling his book The Biography of a Voice, for the
ripple effect of Douglass’s stirring words, which bring the King James Bible to
mind, continues to this day. Kunhardt noted that Blight is particularly insightful
about the religious influences that shaped Douglass; previous biographers, he said,
have failed to highlight this. Douglass was deeply steeped in the Old Testament.
Though Douglass didn’t think of himself as a prophet, Blight said, “he found
language for dilemmas that the rest of us aren’t able to find language for.”
Douglass’s life, like those of many great figures, held “paradoxes and
contradictions.” According to Blight, “he was a great ironist, and his life was full
of irony.” A radical thinker, he was also a “classic 19th-century political liberal;”
he loved America, but at times hated it; he believed in self-reliance, but also in an
activist, interventionist government; he was both pragmatic and idealistic. These
confounding traits made him “a malleable figure,” explained Blight, claimed by
many different groups as their own. “Whose Douglass do you adopt?” Blight
asked.
In his opening remarks, Philip Kunhardt singled out Blight’s sensitivity and
judgment in treating the story’s supporting cast, especially Douglass’s first wife,
Anna, who “emerges from obscurity to be seen as an essential character.” Douglass
felt women were men’s equals and supported the work of female abolitionists, but
he was patriarchal and condescending to the illiterate Anna, who could not share
his literary world. Douglass’s autobiographies hide much of his private life; they
contain a single mention of Anna and few of his second wife, Helen. He wrote
almost nothing about his children, though his huge family was important to him.
The abolitionist loved Abraham Lincoln, saying he “felt big” in Lincoln’s
presence. By contrast, Douglass once met with President Andrew Johnson as part
of a delegation of black leaders. Johnson, a staunch racist, rebuked Douglass for
having interrupted him: “You’ll wait ’til I finish!” Douglass skewered Johnson in
speeches thereafter and termed the meeting “a disgrace;” he called for restrictions
on presidential powers, fearing what could happen to the republic in the hands of
an ignorant and dangerous president. Blight said that Douglass felt “our
government should be so shaped that even when in the hands of a bad man it
would be safe.”
A “Self-Made Hero”
Blight painted Douglass as brilliant and courageous, a literary genius who took the
long view of history. He could also be vain, arrogant, and hypersensitive. He hated
any rivals to his position as “the greatest spokesman of his race” and enjoyed his
pedestal. A hard-working journalist, he was also “a prose-poet,” much appreciated
by literary scholars. He considered himself a “self-made hero,” though he had
considerable help along the way, beginning with Sophia Auld, his master’s wife,
who secretly taught him the alphabet.
Blight, who teaches at Yale and directs the Gilder Lehrman Center for the
Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition, has offered us tremendous insights
into a man whose words continue to resonate.
Jane Lincoln Taylor is a freelance editor and writer with a particular interest in biography.

Macintyre Explores Masterful
Deceit
By Jane Lincoln Taylor, New York

library, dig up the appropriate
books or journals, and write away.
Over the years, though, I saw
that I couldn’t avoid interviews.
During my stint at Weekly Reader
and for my Young Adult books,
some subjects were too current
for me to rely on published
materials. And, really, how else
was I going to find out what it was
like for a kid to live in the
underground town of Coober
Peady, Australia, or in the Tower
of London? I had to go to the
source.
My time at TBC has also
required my doing some
interviews, though in most cases I
can do them by email. In fact, I
prefer them that way.
Interviewing by phone or in
person means I have to record
the session and then transcribe it
later, as my penmanship has been
universally derided as just one
step above chicken scratch. (I
should probably take advantage of
the transcription services we
wrote about in the November
2017 issue of TBC; you can see the
article here.) If I can manage it,
sending questions and follow ups
by email is the way to go.
I began to rethink this
strategy after reading an article
by Donna Talarico in The Writer.
The headline was enough to grab
me: “Are Email Interviews Ruining
Storytelling?” Once a confirmed
interviewer-by-email herself,
Talarico now “firmly believes we
can create stronger, more
compelling stories when we talk,
live, with our interview subjects.”
I’m assuming that among
BIO’s highly skilled membership
this thought is old news. But I
also assume that in some cases
time and money make that direct
contact difficult. Still, there is
something to be said for making
that effort, to see how
interviewees conduct themselves
as the questions unfold, to study
their body language and facial
expressions, as well as taking
down their words. I’d be curious
to hear about some of the more
memorable face-to-face
interviews members have had,
good or bad. For me, with few to
choose from, the answer is easy: a
totally unexpected sit-down with
Wilt Chamberlain, just a few
months before his death in 1999. I
never used his words for the
biography I was researching, but I
did get to spend a wonderful 20

Ben Macintyre is a seasoned writer on

Speaking of interviews, I’m
once again looking for members

Greatest Espionage Story of the Cold War, his
biography of Oleg Gordievsky. The book’s
cover prominently quotes John le Carré,
himself a master of espionage novels, calling
Macintyre’s new book “the best true spy story
I have ever read.” On October 17, Macintyre
gave an engaging talk about the book at the
Leon Levy Center for Biography at the City

Betrayal.

studying and writing history would
enable me to overcome this
introversion. Just pop into a

minutes or so with one of my
childhood sports idols.

himself with The Spy and the Traitor: The

Agent Zigzag: A True Story of
Nazi Espionage, Love, and

doing interviews, especially in
person. Then I realized that

Correspondent

espionage, but he has apparently surpassed

Ben Macintyre's previous books
include Double Cross: The True
Story of the D-Day Spies and

Decades ago, when I first thought
I’d like to try to make my living as
a writer, I considered going into
journalism. I faced one major
problem, however: I dreaded

University of New York.
Kai Bird, who heads the center, introduced
Macintyre admiringly. Bird had once

who would like to answer the
questions—sent by email—for our
monthly Member Interview
feature. I’m looking to assign slots
for 2019, on a first-come, firstserved basis, and we’ll feature
some of BIO’s newest board
members, too. (Board member
Louise Knight is up in this issue.)
Please don’t ask for a slot if
you’ve done an interview with us
before.
Yours,
Michael Burgan

contemplated writing a book on the spy Kim
Philby, but thought “Nah, there’s nothing new
to say.” Bird went on to write The Good Spy:
The Life and Death of Robert Ames, the same

year Macintyre came out with his definitive work, A Spy Among Friends: Kim
Philby and the Great Betrayal.
The Spy and the Traitor chronicles the life of Gordievsky, a KGB officer who
became a double agent, working for Britain’s MI6. Macintyre met the spy, his
primary source, while researching the book on Philby and visited him numerous
times in his safe house; he also talked to the MI6 officers who “ran” Gordievsky.
Macintyre conducted some 140 hours of interviews for this work.
Most spies don’t make a big difference, Macintyre said, they merely make
diplomacy safer or less safe. But Gordievsky’s life was so strategically important
that it fundamentally changed government policy.
The Family Business
His father and his brother, Vasili, were KGB officers, and Gordievsky grew up
believing that “the beloved Party was always right.” Brought up in the KGB
compound, Gordievsky was a brilliant student, extremely talented at languages: he
learned German, Swedish, Danish, and (later) English.

Feeling Stuck?
Whatever state your biography’s
in—vague idea, proposal, well
underway—BIO’s experienced
biographers can help. For a
limited time, we are offering a
one-hour phone or email
mentoring session for U.S. $60.
(The cost of any additional
sessions can be worked out with
your mentor.) Email BIO
President Cathy Curtis with a
brief statement about the nature
of your project and your goals
for the one-hour session, and you
will be matched with a mentor
who can help you get unstuck.

In the early 1960s, Gordievsky studied Soviet spycraft, specializing in “dry
cleaning”—surveillance and surveillance evasion, at which he was considered “a

Sold to Publishers

champion.” Posted to East Berlin as a translator, he observed the building of the

Mohamad Jebara
Untitled biography of

Berlin Wall and realized the world was being divided into two camps: capitalism
and socialism. He began to question his work for the KGB but remained in its

Muhammad the Prophet
sold to St. Martin’s Press

employ.
Macintyre explained that there are two types of spies: “legals” and “illegals.”
Legals go abroad under diplomatic cover. Illegals are civilian spies with false

by Becky Sweren at
Aevitas Creative Management

identities. One of Gordievsky’s jobs was to create the false identities. When he was

Stephanie Stein Crease
Rhythm Man: Chick Webb,

sent to run the illegals network in Copenhagen, he fell in love with Denmark,
where he could read and listen to whatever he wanted.
August 1968 brought the “Prague Spring,” a great reform movement meant to
“usher in ‘socialism with a human face.’” When the tanks rolled in, Gordievsky
was furious. “He took it as a personal affront,” said Macintyre, and Gordievsky’s

the Savoy King and the Beat That
Changed America
sold to Oxford University Press
by Susan Ramer at
Don Congdon Associates

dissatisfaction with the Soviet Union grew.
After returning for a few years to Moscow, he was redeployed to Denmark.

Nancy Rubin Stuart

This time MI6 was waiting for him and began an elaborate courtship. Gordievsky

Poor Richard’s Women
sold to Beacon Press

eventually agreed to provide information to the West. He was motivated not by

by Joelle Delbourgo at
Joelle Delbourgo Associates

money, but by ideology. “He felt he was working for a criminal, repressive,
philistine regime,” said Macintyre, “and wanted to destroy it.”
Gordievsky produced truly high-quality material for more than a decade for
MI6, memorizing vast amounts of information and copying stolen microfilms on

Jonathan Reiss
Look at Me!: The XXXTentacion Story
(Jahseh Onfrea)
sold to Da Capo Press

his lunch hours. He learned English in six months and was deployed to London by
the KGB. His work there affected decisions by Andropov and Gorbachev and

by Peter Steinberg at
Foundry Literary + Media

helped lead to the beginning of the end of the Cold War.
The Human Cost

Anthony Bozza
Rhyme and Reason:

Gordievsky, the spy, was ultimately betrayed by the CIA traitor Aldrich Ames,

The Evolution of Eminem
sold to Da Capo Press
by Lisa Gallagher at
DeFiore and Company

who was secretly working for the KGB and exposed him. Gordievsky was recalled
to Moscow but soon realized his cover had been blown. It was then virtually
impossible to escape from the Soviet Union, but there was one chink in the armor:
cars with diplomatic immunity might cross borders successfully. Macintyre
recounted an absurdly complicated signal for help, devised by MI6, involving
Gordievsky standing near a bakery holding a Safeway bag on a Tuesday night at
7:30; an MI6 operative walking by holding a Harrod’s bag and eating an English
chocolate bar; a remote lay-by near the border with Finland; and concealment in
the trunk of a car.
The crazy escape plan worked, but Gordievsky left behind his second wife,

Barry Gewen
The Inevitability of Tragedy:
Henry Kissinger and the Inescapable
Darkness of History
sold to W. W. Norton
by John Taylor “Ike” Williams at
Kneerim & Williams

who was unaware of his work for MI6, and two daughters. Macintyre’s title has a

Jonny Steinberg
Nelson and Winnie:
Portrait of a Marriage
sold to Pantheon
by Lisette Verhagen at
David Godwin Associates

deeper resonance when one realizes that both Gordievsky and Ames were spies,
and both were traitors. Ames is in prison now. Gordievsky is in hiding. The latter
claims he has no regrets. Macintyre’s account would be a top-grade spy thriller if it
were fiction. It is even more powerful since it is true.

Is a Literary Executor Right for
You?
While biographers spend much of their time thinking about lives lived by others,
they might not consider how their words will last after their own life narrative

Thom Hatch
The Father of American Conservation:
George Bird Grinnell, Adventurer,
Activist, Author
sold to Turner Publishing
by Anne Devlin at
Max Gartenberg Literary

ends—and who can blame them? Few people want to focus on their inevitable
demise. But biographers and other writers might want to think about how their
intellectual property endures, along with the revenue it produces, and what that can
mean for their heirs and their literary legacy.

Bill Goldstein
Untitled biography of Larry Kramer
sold to Henry Holt
by Joy Harris of The Joy Harris Agency

A BIO member recently passed along an email he received from his agent,
raising the idea of designating a literary executor—separate from someone chosen
to handle the bulk of one’s estate—to manage copyright concerns, royalties, access
to papers, and other issues that might arise after a writer’s death. TBC then

Nicholas Boggs
James Baldwin: In the Full Light
sold to Farrar, Straus and Giroux
by Kathleen Anderson at Anderson
Literary Management

contacted BIO Advisory Council member John Taylor “Ike” Williams. A lawyer
and an agent, Williams co-wrote Perle, Williams & Fischer on Publishing Law,
which is now in its fourth edition.
Williams made one point clear: “The word executor suggests they have the
power of an executor, which is extensive powers over an estate, but [literary
executors] don’t have any legal authority” to sign contracts or sell intellectual
property for an author’s estate. That duty rests with the general executor or trustee
named in a will.
But what authors can do is designate the literary executor as an advisor to the
executor or trustee on matters relating to manuscripts, published or unpublished.
Ideally, the author will first go over this arrangement with the trustee or executor
and get their agreement to heed the advice of the literary executor on matters
related to manuscripts and copyrights. Then the author can name the literary
executor in a will and describe the advisory role he or she will play. But the
ultimate authority to handle the intellectual property rests with the general executor
or trustee. Authors could name their trusted literary advisor as the general
executor or trustee of the estate, Williams said, but that person might lack the
background to handle that responsibility.
Who might want to choose a literary executor? If writers own the copyright to
their work and that work generates substantial income, they should consider
naming one in their will, preferably someone with some knowledge of publishing
and copyright. Candidates for the executor’s role can include a literary agent or
publishing attorney. Author Christopher Klim, who serves as the literary executor
for another writer, suggested in a 2017 article that the ideal person should also

Theresa Kaminski
Medal of Honor Woman:
The Story of Civil War Surgeon Dr. Mary
Edwards Walker and Her Battle for
Women’s Rights
sold to Lyons Press
by Jacqueline Flynn at
Joelle Delbourgo Associates
Leah Garrett
X-Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos
of World War II
sold to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
by Geri Thoma at Writers House
John Klima
The Enlightenment Campaign:
Fear, Propaganda and the True Story
of the Nazi Plot to Steal
the American Presidency
(Dorothy Thompson)
sold to Vintage
by Gary Morris at David Black
Literary Agency

Damon Root
A Glorious Liberty Document: Frederick
have some familiarity with the writer’s family.
Douglass and the Fight for an AntiBefore taking the job, literary executors need to know what is expected of
Slavery Constitution
them. Their responsibilities could last for decades; in the United States, a copyright
sold to Potomac Books
by Don Fehr at Trident Media Group
remains in effect for 70 years after the writer’s death if the work was published

after 1978 (that time period increases to 95 years for works published before
1978). Given that time span, writers might want to name a successor literary
executor as well as the initial one.
Unlike a general executor, Williams noted, a literary executor is not owed any
fees for his or her services, though an author can stipulate payment in the will.
When the time comes to draw up a will, Williams suggested that successful
authors go to a law firm with some understanding of intellectual property and that
has experience working with authors. Less successful authors might not need that
expertise, but they should have a specific clause in their will related to their
intellectual property, rather than including that property with the bulk of the estate,
which might not be spelled out. Then the authors can name the literary executor
who will advise the executor in handling that intellectual property. For general
information on estate planning—wills, trust, and probate issues—go here.
Nothing here should be considered legal advice, and writers who think they might
want to name a literary executor should contact an attorney.

Susan Eisenhower
Truth From Power
(Dwight Eisenhower)
sold to Thomas Dunne Books
by Ronald Goldfarb at
Goldfarb & Associates
Gwen Strauss
The Nine: A True Story of Nine Daring
Women and Their Escape From the
Third Reich
sold to St. Martin’s Press
by Andy Ross at Andy Ross Agency
Michael Bamberger
The Second Life of Tiger Woods
sold to Simon & Schuster
by Kris Dahl at ICM
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Biographer Battles with Subject’s
Foundation
In its starred review of Joshua Rivkin’s Chalk:
The Art and Erasure of Cy Twombly, Booklist
praised the book as a “gorgeously written

Making a move or just
changed your email? We ask
BIO members to keep their
contact information up to
date, so we and other

chronicle” of, among other things, “the perils
of biography.” Writing for artnet News just
before the book was published, Rachel Corbett
delved into some of the perils Rivkin faced as
he researched his book on the highly regarded
artist, whose work fetches tens of millions of
dollars at auction. According to Rivkin, the Cy
Twombly Foundation took issue with his
research long before the book was complete—
research that Rivkin shared, in part, with
foundation director Nicola Del Roscio. Rivkin
said that he took what was for him the unusual

members know where to find
you. Update your information
in the Member Area of the
BIO website.
Joshua Rivkin was known for his
poetry and essays before he
wrote his biography of Cy
Twombly.

step of sharing drafts of his unfinished work to show Del Roscio his “deep love”
for Twombly’s work and to get Del Roscio’s cooperation, since the foundation
director had been one of Twombly’s closest friends. Instead, Del Roscio refused to
assist Rivkin and accused him of writing lies. A major point of contention was one
of the biographer’s sources, Twombly assistant Butch Bryant. Del Roscio
considered him an unreliable source and said some of the material Rivkin wrote
based on his statements was untrue. The Cy Twombly Foundation later produced a
statement from Bryant in which he said he had never talked with Rivkin. For his
part, Rivkin said he met twice with Bryant, had records of their cell phone
conversations, and had other people present when he interviewed Bryant. The
biographer, however, had not recorded the interviews. He responded to the
foundation with a letter from his attorney, saying again that he stood by his version
of the events with Bryant.

Membership Up
for Renewal?
Please respond promptly to
your membership renewal
notice. As a nonprofit
organization, BIO depends on
members’ dues to fund our
annual conference, the
publication of this newsletter,
and the other work we do to
support biographers around
the world. When renewing,
please make sure the contact
information we have for you is
up to date.

Levy Center Announces Upcoming Events
BIO member and TBC columnist Karin Roffman is among the biographers who
will be speaking at the Leon Levy Center for Biography in the coming weeks. All
the events are free but advance registration is advised. On Monday, November 12,
Zachary Leader, author of a two-volume biography of Saul Bellow, will be in
conversation with Martin Amis. The talk begins at 7 p.m. and will be held in
Proshansky Auditorium at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, 365
Fifth Avenue (at 34th Street). Make reservations here. The next night, Gary
Giddins, author of the recently released Bing Crosby: Swinging on a Star: The War
Years, 1940–1946, will be in conversation with Crosby’s son Harry. That event
begins at 6:30 p.m. and will be held at Elebash Hall at the Graduate Center. Make
reservations here. Finally, on Tuesday, December 11, at 6:30 p.m., Roffman will
speak about her book, The Songs We Know Best: John Ashbery’s Early Years, with

Are You a
Student?
Or do you know one who is
interested in biography? BIO
now has a special student
membership rate. Visit the
BIO website to find out more.

Mary Ann Caws. That event will be in the Skylight Room (9100), at the Graduate
Center; at press time, online reservations were not available. For more information
on upcoming events at the Levy Center, go here.

At the Inkwell Presents Readings by Three Biographers
BIO members Barbara Burkhardt, J. Michael Lennon, and John J. Winters are the
three writers featured at “Telling Other People’s Stories,” an evening of readings
on Wednesday, November 14, at 7 p.m., sponsored by At the Inkwell. The free
event takes place at WORD Bookstore at 126 Franklin Street, Brooklyn. Burkhardt
is currently working on a biography of Garrison Keillor; Lennon is the archivist
and authorized biographer of Norman Mailer; and Winters recently published Sam

Biographer's Diary

Shepard: A Life. At the Inkwell is a multi-city literary reading series, managed by
local curators, that supports published writers through book reviews, readings, and

By Cathy Curtis

manuscript editing. For more information on the Brooklyn event, go here.

On the False Trail of a
“Promising” Subject

Board Member
Interview

Six
Questions
with Louise
W. Knight
What is your current project

Several years ago, I thought I had
hit on an ideal group biography
project: four sisters from Chicago
whose lives were intertwined with
major figures and cultural
movements of the early 20th
century. I made an appointment to
see the grandson of one of the
women, who owns a large
collection of the sisters’ papers.
He came down to collect me in
the lobby of his apartment, rode
up silently with me in the
elevator, and walked me through a
warren of small rooms to one that

and what stage is it at now?
I am working on a biography of
Louise W. Knight's last book was Jane Addams: the Grimké sisters, Sarah (1792–
held a long table crowded with
1873) and Angelina (1805–
Spirit in Action.
folders and a small table and chair
1879). They travelled a great
where I was to sit. My research
distance from their Charleston,
experience had been limited to
South Carolina, birthplace and their aristocratic, slave-owning heritage to a life in
neatly catalogued documents in
the North as advocates for the immediate end of slavery and racial prejudice, and
archives with climate control.
for women’s full equality. Historian Gerda Lerner published the last Grimké
Now I was in a small, hot room at
biography half a century ago, in 1967. The wonderful work that has been done on
mid-summer, with a bunch of
these movements since then has helped me put the sisters in a fresh context. My
files in no discernable order.
editor at Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Colin Dickerson, has solid chapter drafts for
I expect a potential subject’s
the first half of the book and I am working hard on the rest!
correspondence to convey the
What person would you most like to write about?
essence of a captivating
Right now, of course, my answer is: the Grimké sisters! I have no subject yet for
my next book, but I seem committed to the 19th century and to women social
justice activists.
Who is your favorite biographer or what is your favorite biography? What

personality. But these letters were
filled with numbingly mundane
details. The prose style was either
dull or flowery, and the

handwriting was hard to read. It
genre besides biography do you read for pleasure?
was soon clear that these women
Like others, I learn different things from different biographers. I admire those who
were not sufficiently interesting to
make astute decisions about what to leave out and know how to keep the reader in
me to spark a biographical quest.
historically accurate suspense. Though we biographers know what is going to
At lunchtime, the Man of Few
happen, our subjects did not. Decades ago, I learned a lot from Richard Holmes’s
Words made us a delicious omelet
volume one of his two-volume Coleridge biography. I was struggling to write in a
and salad, which I ate by myself
confident, yet not intrusive, narrator’s voice. I thought Holmes got the balance
while he spoke to someone on the
exactly right. He stayed out of the way as an interpreter a good deal and stepped
phone. I began to wonder when I
forward just when I, the reader, wanted him to. He also taught me to call out each
could safely say something vague
time my subject did something important for the first time. I continue to find that
about my plans and make my
simple insight instructive.
escape.
Right now, I am reading a narrative history of the medieval Christian Crusades,
Then, the man’s much
The Templars, by Dan Jones, that is teaching me how to set up substantial turns in a
younger wife stopped by. I could
story. He also has me on the edge of my seat regarding battles in the Holy Land,
hear the two of them speaking in
definitely not a subject I usually find interesting. There is lots to be learned from
another part of the apartment but
him.
couldn’t make out what they were
saying. She walked into the room
What was one of your most satisfying moments as a biographer?
One moment was the discovery of where the Grimké sisters’ father was buried. A where I sat with the letters.
Without even saying hello, she
Charleston aristocrat, he came North for medical care and died in Long Branch,
New Jersey, but no one knew (Lerner’s guess was wrong) where he was buried. A
receipt for the marble gravestone in the papers descendants recently donated to an
archive gave me a clue. Eventually, I found he was buried in the town next door,
Shrewsbury, in the Episcopal Church graveyard. But the hunt for the grave wasn’t
over. His burial was listed in the records but the marker was missing. When I
visited to investigate, the local historian told me that 50 years ago the graveyard
had been “cleaned up” of broken pieces. In the crowded graveyard, I found an
empty space next to the grave of the man who instructed the gravestone maker on
the installation (his name was on the receipt). Finding the space, I was satisfied.
One research/marketing attitudinal tip to share?

took me in at a glance—the way
one woman does to another when
rivalry is suspected—and silently
walked out. Evidently, she
realized that I was really (as he no
doubt had told her) just a middleaged biographer.
After feigning absorption in
the letters for a few more minutes,
I thanked the man and said that I
would need to do more research to
determine the viability of the

Online, I have often found essential but obscure 19th-century sources by
experimenting with my Google searches. Google is especially good at digging deep
project. A few weeks later, I
if you put two names into the search box. This turns up discoveries that one name
emailed him to say, truthfully,
does not.
that I couldn’t afford the
extensive travel involved to

follow the women’s careers in
Europe. It seemed politic not to
mention the real reason for my
defection.

Prizes
Cundill History Prize
Three finalists have been announced for the
$75,000 Cundill History Prize, administered
by McGill University in Montreal:

Always hedging my bets when
I make a preliminary research trip
to another city—travel is
expensive when you don’t yet

Prairie Fires: The American Dreams
of Laura Ingalls Wilder by Caroline
Fraser

have a contract—I had also
arranged to visit an archive that
holds papers of another potential
subject. She proved to be a

The Dawn Watch: Joseph Conrad in a
Global World by Maya Jasanoff
A Cold Welcome: The Little Ice Age
and Europe’s Encounter with North
America by Sam White
The winner will be announced November
15. The two runners-up will each receive
$10,000.

Caroline Fraser’s biography of
Laura Ingalls Wilder has already
won BIO’s 2018 Plutarch Award,
among other honors.

National Book Awards
The five finalists in the Nonfiction category for the National Book Awards
includes three biographies:
The Indian World of George Washington by Colin G. Calloway
The New Negro: The Life of Alain Locke by Jeffrey C. Stewart
American Eden: David Hosack, Botany, and Medicine in the Garden of
the Early Republic by Victoria Johnson

sparkling correspondent as well as
an accomplished artist with an
eventful life. I decided to write
her biography instead; it was
published last year.
At a talk I gave about her, the
Man of Few Words reintroduced
himself and said he hoped I hadn’t
entirely given up on writing about
his ancestors. I hope my smile was
sufficiently noncommittal.
© Cathy Curtis 2018

Winners will be announced on November 14. Finalists receive $1,000, and the
winner in each category receives $10,000. You can see the complete list of
finalists in all categories here.

American Historical Association
The American Historical Association’s annual awards are presented in several
dozen categories. Two biographies and a biographical documentary were among
this year’s winners. The Many Captivities of Esther Wheelwright by Ann M.
Little won the Albert B. Corey Prize for the best book dealing with the history of
Canadian-American relations or the history of both countries. Collecting the
World: Hans Sloane and the Origins of the British Museum by James Delbourgo
won the Leo Gershoy Award in the fields of 17th- and 18th-century western
European history. Lorraine Hansberry: Sighted Eyes/Feeling Heart, directed by
Tracy Heather Strain, won the John E. O’Connor Film Award for outstanding
interpretations of history through film. The association also gave three Awards
for Scholarly Distinction, honoring senior historians for lifetime achievement.
One went to Nell Irvin Painter, whose books include the 1996 biography
Sojourner Truth: A Life, A Symbol. You can see a list of all the prize winners
here.

Saltire Literary Awards
Three biographies in three different categories made the shortlists for the Saltire
Society’s Literary Awards. Joseph Farrell made the Nonfiction shortlist for
Robert Louis Stevenson in Samoa; Edward Corp’s Sir David Nairne: The Life of
a Scottish Jacobite at the Court of the Exiled Stuarts made the History shortlist;
and the shortlist for Research Book includes Tea and Empire: James Taylor in
Victorian Ceylon by Angela McCarthy and Sir Tom Devine. The Saltire Literary
Awards are given to books by living authors of Scottish descent or who reside in
Scotland; or to books that address the work or life of a Scot; or to books that
focus on a Scottish question, event, or situation. The winner in each category
receives a cash prize of £2,000 ($2,593) and is considered for the Saltire Society
Book of the Year, with a prize of £5,000 ($6,482). Winners of this year’s awards
will be announced on November 30. You can see the shortlists for all the
categories here.

William Hill Sports Book
Two biographies are among the seven titles on the shortlist for the William Hill
Sports Book of the Year: Tiger Woods by Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian and
The Lost Soul of Eamonn Magee by Paul D. Gibson. The William Hill Sports
Book of the Year is the world’s most valuable literary sports-writing prize.
Shortlisted authors receive £3,000 cash ($3,889), a leather-bound copy of their
book, and a free £1,000 ($1,296) bet at the races. The winner will receive
£30,000 ($38,890), a free £2,000 ($2,593) William Hill bet, and a day at the
races. The winner will be announced on November 27. You can see all the
shortlisted books here.

Call for Applications
Levy Center Fellowship
The Leon Levy Center for Biography offers four resident fellowships at the
Graduate Center for the academic year, beginning each September. Awards
include writing space, full access to research facilities, research assistance, and a
stipend of $72,000. The application period for 2019–2020 begins on October 15,
2018, and closes on January 7, 2019. Fellowship decisions will be announced,
and all applicants notified, in mid-April 2019.
Applications require a brief CV or resume (three pages maximum), a
narrative account of the applicant’s career (250 words), a project description (750
words), a sample of the proposed biography (maximum 2,500 words), and four
letters of reference, which must be postmarked by the deadline. Applicants are
discouraged from seeking letters from their agents, editors, or publishers. Only
online/digital applications will be accepted. You can apply here. Email any
questions about the fellowship to Thad Ziolkowski, Associate Director of the
Levy Center.

Tips for Biographers
Research Tips
Theodore Roosevelt Papers Online
The Library of Congress has digitized approximately 276,000 documents relating
to the life and family of Theodore Roosevelt and made them available online. The
library holds the largest collection of Roosevelt’s papers, which includes letters,
diaries, and manuscripts, some of them dating to 1759. Most of the documents
were previously stored on 485 reels of microfilm, while some were scanned for
this digital collection. You can find more information about the papers here.
Documentaries and More in the National Screening Room
Documentaries, newsreels, and commercials are among the offerings in the Library
of Congress’ National Screening Room, a digitized collection of almost 300 films,
most dating from the 20th century. Films include scenes of San Francisco before
and after the 1906 earthquake and fire, a 1926 commercial for refrigerators, and a
training film for midwives. Most of the clips are available for download, while
others can only be streamed. The library plans to add more content monthly. You
can learn more about the National Screening Room here. (Thanks to BIO member
Steve Taravella for posting about this on Facebook.)

General Tip
TBC consulting editor James McGrath Morris passed on this suggestion:
Although it is often hurriedly assembled when a book is finished, the
acknowledgment section still remains an important part of a work. By thanking in
print those who helped in the process of researching and writing a book, the author
provides much-appreciated recognition. Equally, if not more important, the thanks
given to libraries and archives are used by those institutions to demonstrate the
value of their collections and services to those who provide funding.
Here’s a tip on creating a complete acknowledgment section: From the moment
I start on a book, I write a thank you email to every librarian, archivist,
interviewee, as well as anyone else who helped along the way. I print them up and
place them in a binder. When the time comes to write that seemingly tedious
acknowledgment section, I have everyone’s name, title, place of work, and what
help they provided, all at my fingertips.

Writer's Life
Tips for Querying an Agent
Looking for some short-and-sweet advice on how to query
an agent? Editor, author, and literary consultant Dionne
McCulloch offered a list of 10 do’s and don’ts in The
Writer. One of her do’s: thoroughly research the agent you want to query. Learn
what kind of books and authors they represent and their specific submission
guidelines. One of McCulloch’s don’ts: omit the hype when talking about your
book. “Don’t make any sort of value judgment on yourself as a writer or the work
you are submitting. That is the agent’s decision to make.” You can read
McCulloch’s other tips here.
Don’t hold on to poor work. If it was bad when it went in the drawer it will be just
as bad when it comes out.
—Jeanette Winterson

Self-Publishing Continues to Grow

The Unanswered
Question: Linda Leavell
By Karin Roffman
This is the sixth column in a series
in which I ask biographers the
question: what do you wish you
had discovered about your subject
and how would knowing that have
changed the story? Linda Leavell
recently spoke to me over the
phone from Arkansas; the
following piece is condensed from
our conversation.
Had Linda Leavell’s concise, fastpaced biography of Marianne
Moore (1887–1972) appeared
when Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot,
William Carlos Williams, and
Wallace Stevens were still alive,
that quartet of more famous male
modernist poets who passionately
admired Moore’s poems and
person as “brilliant” and enigmatic
would have read it in one sitting
without even breaking for tea. For
Leavell’s Holding On Upside
Down: The Life and Work of
Marianne Moore (FSG, 2013)
contains jaw-dropping revelations
—Moore’s anorexia, a marriage
proposal, her mother’s lesbianism,
among many others—that
significantly reshaped an
understanding of the poet’s life
and work.
The biography’s discoveries
are the work of a skilled literary
sleuth, for Leavell found these
“new” stories in papers at the
Rosenbach Library that had been
open to—and used by—scholars
since the 1970s. Her research
methodology was “to read
everything carefully,” a
monumental task never done
before and one that meant she
could see what many others had
missed. Leavell became the first
scholar to form a coherent picture
of Moore’s intellectual and
emotional development and the
relationship between them. “No
one had come to the archive with
a focus on Moore’s family,”
Leavell told me, “I had to piece
things together, it really was like
solving a puzzle.”
For the biographer, one of the
most telling results of reading
Moore’s voluminous family
papers was to understand its gaps
more precisely. “Moore wanted to
keep from her mother that she
didn’t conform to her mother’s
sense of who she was,” the
biographer explained, and “she
almost never, except when she
was in college, talked about her
feelings and thoughts.” Leavell
came to understand how Moore
(and her mother) hid things from
Warner, Moore’s brother. There
was also a series of letters from
Moore to her mother’s lover that
were lost or destroyed, and
Leavell wondered what Moore
might have revealed in those.
Leavell eventually realized, in
fact, that her “best source for
Moore’s inner life was her
poetry.” The poems are never
autobiographical or confessional,
but they provide the clearest sense
of “what was going on in her
mind.” Moore “never comes out
and says how she feels about her
mother,” Leavell said, “but it is in
her poetry.”
Still, some mysteries remain.
“I would have liked to know if
Moore ever had a sexual
encounter,” Leavell mused. Moore
had once said that “she didn’t
think young people thought about
sex,” to her friend, the writer
Bryher. There was enough
ambiguity in the archive,
however, for Leavell to speculate
that perhaps Moore did
eventually, after her mother’s
death, have a brief sexual
encounter with a woman, but
because there was no direct
evidence, she left it out of the
book. “If I were to have
discovered a serious relationship,”
the biographer noted, “that would
have certainly changed the ways I
told the story.”

Publishers Weekly, citing the annual report by Bowker, reported that in 2017 the
number of self-published books in the United States cracked 1 million for the first
time. The number reflected an increase of 28 percent over the 2016 total. The
gains came in print books, as the number of self-published e-books fell 13 percent
from 2016. Some of that decline, however, might be attributed to how the books
are counted rather than to fewer e-books being published. Books published through
2013 Plutarch Award-winner
Amazon do not receive ISBNs, which Bowker uses to compile its report.
Linda Leavell is currently at work
Publishers Weekly quoted a Bowker representative who said that self-publishing
on a group biography of the
“shows no sign of slowing down.”
Stieglitz circle.
Never use a verb other than “said” to carry dialogue. . . . Never use an adverb to
modify the verb “said.”
Karin Roffman is a Senior Lecturer in
Humanities at Yale University and the
—Elmore Leonard
author, most recently, of The Songs We
Know Best: John Ashbery’s Early Life
(FSG, 2017), which was named one of

News and Notes

the New York Times 100 Notable Books
of 2017.

Back in March, we missed the publication of
Angela V. John’s book of biographical essays
called Rocking the Boat: Welsh Women Who
Championed Equality 1840–1990. In
September, An African in Imperial London:
The Indomitable Life of A. B. C. Merriman-

BIO's Board of
Directors

Labor by new BIO member Danell Jones was
released in the United States, after its earlier
publication in the United Kingdom. In October,
we noted the publication of Jane Leavy’s The
Big Fella: Babe Ruth and the World He
Created, though we didn’t know at the time that
Jane is a member. Her book, and Reagan: An

Angela V. John was a founding

American Journey by Bob Spitz, were named
member of the editorial board of
the international journal Gender
among the top October reads by the Christian
& History.
Science Monitor. Late in October, Publishers
Weekly got a jump on listing the best books of
2018, and Bob’s book made the Top Ten. (Look for our usual round-up of best
biographies for the year, as chosen by major media outlets, starting in the
December issue of TBC.) Bob was traveling in October to promote the Reagan
biography, making a stop at Eureka College, the former president’s alma mater,
and at an event in Anaheim, California. Meanwhile, Jane discussed her Ruth
biography at Rainy Day Books in Fairway, Kansas. Out this month is Elizabeth
Jennings: “The Inward War” by Dana Greene, who let us know that members can
get a 30 percent discount on the book when they buy it at the Oxford University
Press website and use the promo code AAFLYG6. Two members have paperback
releases in November: James Atlas with The Shadow in the Garden: A
Biographer’s Tale and Marcia Biederman with Popovers and Candlelight:
Patricia Murphy and the Rise and Fall of a Restaurant Empire. Ron Chernow
made several appearances in October to discuss his Grant, speaking at the
University of Rochester and Brooklyn Historical Society. The Chicago Tribune
featured Ron before he received the paper’s 2018 Literary Award. The Chicago
Tribune ran a similar story on Caroline Fraser, winner of its Heartland Literary
Award. Caroline spoke last month about her Prairie Fires: The American Dreams
of Laura Ingalls Wilder at the Center for Missouri Studies Fall Lecture and
Luncheon and at the Dallas Museum of Art. The Dallas News interviewed her
before the latter appearance. She also joined James McGrath Morris and other
writers at the New Mexico Author Show at the Albuquerque Museum. Dawn
Raffel discussed her book, The Strange Case of Dr. Couney: How a Mysterious
European Showman Saved Thousands of American Babies, at the New York Public
Library. Carl Rollyson’s review of Hilary Spurling’s Anthony Powell: Dancing
to the Music of Time will appear in the November 11 online edition of the Weekly
Standard. You can read the review here. Marc Leepson reviewed Brian
VanDeMark’s Road to Disaster: A New History of America’s Descent into Vietnam
for The Vietnam Veteran Online. Marc also spoke about his book Saving
Monticello: The Levy Family’s Epic Quest to Rescue the House that Jefferson Built
at events in Norfolk, Virginia, and Washington, D.C., and he was quoted in a
Washington Post article about Uriah P. Levy, who played a pivotal role in
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preserving the former home of Thomas Jefferson. Scott Donaldson was
interviewed for the William and Mary news site and discussed his book, The Paris
Husband: How It Really Was Between Ernest and Hadley Hemingway.

Vanda Krefft took part in the “Parade of Stars” at
the Lone Pine Film Festival.

Vanda Krefft attended the
Lone Pine, California, Film
Festival to discuss her book,
The Man Who Made the
Movies: The Meteoric Rise
and Tragic Fall of William
Fox, and Fox Film’s
development of the western
genre. She was also on a
panel at the American Jewish
Historical Society in New
York. A quote from

Jean Strouse
Will Swift
William Taubman
Terry Teachout
Ike Williams

The Biographer's Craft

Charlotte Gordon’s Romantic Outlaws: The Extraordinary Lives of Mary
Wollstonecraft & Mary Shelley was featured in “The Original Marriage of Equals:
The Love Letters of Feminism Founding Mother Mary Wollstonecraft and Political
Philosopher William Godwin,” an article on Maria Popova’s Brain Pickings (a
website TBC highly recommends). Charlotte discussed her book earlier in
November in Belmont, Massachusetts, as part of the local public library’s One

Editor
Michael Burgan

Consulting Editor
James McGrath Morris

Book One Belmont program in honor of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. Soledad

Copy Editor

Fox Maura spoke about her book Exile, Writer, Soldier, Spy: Jorge Semprun at the

Margaret Moore Booker

Northshire Bookstore in Manchester, Vermont. Miriam Pawel’s talk in September
at the Leon Levy Center, with Kai Bird and California governor Jerry Brown, is

Correspondents

now available online. Jack El-Hai wrote an article for the Atlantic called “The

United Kingdom
Andrew Lownie

Sisterly Bonds Forged by Nudism.” In Lincoln, Nebraska, Jon Meacham gave the
Governor’s Lecture in the Humanities 2018. His talk was titled “Tumult, Tragedy,
and Hope: America in 1968 from a Half Century’s Perspective.” At the New

Netherlands
Hans Renders

Orleans JCC, Marlene Trestman discussed her Fair Labor Lawyer: The
Remarkable Life of New Deal Attorney and Supreme Court Advocate Bessie
Margolin and her current project, Most Fortunate Unfortunates: History of New

India
Ashok R. Chandran

Orleans’s Jewish Orphans’ Home, 1856–1946. Sue Rubenstein DeMasi spoke
about her book, Henry Alsberg: The Driving Force of the New Deal Federal

Australia/New Zealand
Todd Nicholls

Writers’ Project, at the University of California, Berkeley. Joseph Esposito made
several appearances in the Washington, D.C., area, discussing his Dinner in
Camelot: The Night America’s Greatest Scientists, Writers, and Scholars Partied at
the Kennedy White House. The stops included the Arlington, Virginia, Central
Library and the Rockville Memorial Library in Montgomery County, Maryland.

United States
Pat McNees
(Washington, D.C.)
Dona Munker

Heath Lee was interviewed for the radio program With Good Reason, for an
episode called “Voices of Vietnam: Women of War Part 2,” about the POW and
MIA wives she writes about in her upcoming book The League of Wives: The
Untold Story of the Women Who Took on the U.S. Government to Bring Their
Husbands Home. Billy Tooma and Tony Calandrillo just released their latest
documentary, George Washington: The Farewell Address. You can watch it here.
Charles J. Shields spoke at Skylark Bookshop in Columbia, Missouri, about his
The Man Who Wrote the Perfect Novel: John Williams, Stoner, and the Writing

Jane Lincoln Taylor
(New York)
Felicity O. Yost
(Hawaii)
To contact any of our correspondents,
click here.

Life. Beverly Gray is making several appearances in November to talk about her
Seduced by Mrs. Robinson: How The Graduate Became the Touchstone of a
Generation, first at the Northwest Ohio Jewish Book Fair and the Detroit Jewish
Book Fair, followed by two stops in California. Congratulations to Caroline
Fraser whose Prairie Fires: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder is a
finalist for the Cundill History Prize.

Send us your news!

In Stores

Elizabeth Jennings: “The Inward War”
by Dana Greene

An African in Imperial London: The
Indomitable Life of A. B. C. Merriman-

(Oxford University Press)
Rocking the Boat: Welsh Women Who

Labor
by Danell Jones
(Hurst)

Championed Equality 1840–1990
by Angela V. John

Wasn’t That a Time: The Weavers, the

(Parthian)
Edward Condon’s Cooperative Vision:

Blacklist, and the Battle for the Soul of
America
by Jesse Jarnow

Science, Industry, and Innovation in
Modern America
by Thomas C. Lassman

(Da Capo Press)

(University of Pittsburgh Press)
The Pull of Politics: Steinbeck, Wright,

by Markus F. Robinson and Gertrude J.
Robinson
(Amberley)

Hemingway, and the Left in the Late
1930s
by Milton A. Cohen

Shohei Ohtani: The Amazing Story of
Baseball’s Two-Way Japanese Superstar

(University of Missouri Press)

Der Kapitän: U-Boat Ace Hans Rose

by Jay Paris
(Sports Publishing)

Mahathir’s Islam: Mahathir Mohamad
on Religion and Modernity in Malaysia
by Sven Schottmann

Mr. All-Around: The Life of Tom Gola
by David Grzybowski

(University of Hawai'i Press)

(Temple University Press)

Born to Be Posthumous: The Eccentric

Little Dancer Aged Fourteen: The True

Life and Mysterious Genius of Edward
Gorey
by Mark Dery

Story Behind Degas’s Masterpiece
by Camille Laurens, translated by Willard
Wood

(Little, Brown)

(Other Press)

The Man in the Glass House: Philip

Christina Rossetti: Poetry in Art

Johnson, Architect of the Modern
Century
by Mark Lamster

by Susan Owens and Nicholas Tromans
(Yale University Press)

(Little, Brown)

Ukrainian Bishop, American Church:
Constantine Bohachevsky and the

Churchill: Walking with Destiny
by Andrew Roberts
(Viking)

Ukrainian Catholic Church
by Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak
(The Catholic University of America
Press)

Heirs of the Founders: The Epic
Rivalry of Henry Clay, John Calhoun

The Chain: 50 Years of Fleetwood Mac

and Daniel Webster, the Second
Generation of American Giants
by H. W. Brands

by Pete Chrisp
(Danann Press)

(Doubleday)
The Life of Saul Bellow: Love and

William Walker’s Wars: How One Man’s
Private American Army Tried to Conquer
Mexico, Nicaragua, and Honduras

Strife, 1965–2005
by Zachary Leader

by Scott Martelle
(Chicago Review Press)

(Knopf)
Winter War: Hoover, Roosevelt, and the
First Clash Over the New Deal
by Eric Rauchway
(Basic Books)
Civil War Barons: The Tycoons,
Entrepreneurs, Inventors, and

The True Saint Nicholas: Why He
Matters to Christmas
by William J. Bennett
(Howard Books)
Passing to América: Antonio (Née María)
Yta’s Transgressive, Transatlantic Life in
the Twilight of the Spanish Empire

Visionaries Who Forged Victory and
Shaped a Nation
by Jeffry D. Wert

by Thomas A. Abercrombie
(Penn State University Press)

(Da Capo Press)

Gunther Prien and U-47: The Bull of
Scapa Flow: From the Sinking of the

William Penn: A Life
by Andrew R. Murphy
(Oxford University Press)

HMS Royal Oak to the Battle of the
Atlantic
by Dougie Martindale
(Naval Institute Press)

John Marshall: The Man Who Made
the Supreme Court

From the Mill to Monte Carlo: The

by Richard Brookhiser
(Basic Books)

Working-class Englishman Who Beat the
Monaco Casino and Changed Gambling
Forever

Being John Lennon: A Restless Life
by Ray Connolly
(Pegasus Books)

by Anne Fletcher
(Amberley)

Hesse: The Wanderer and His Shadow
by Gunnar Decker, translated by Peter
Lewis
(Harvard University Press)

A Tale of Two Murders: Guilt, Innocence,
and the Execution of Edith Thompson
by Laura Thompson
(Pegasus Books)

The Betrayal of Mary, Queen of Scots:
Elizabeth I and Her Greatest Rival

The Man Who Punched Jefferson Davis:
The Political Life of Henry S. Foote,
Southern Unionist

by Kate Williams
(Pegasus Books)

by Ben Wynne
(LSU Press)

In Byron’s Wake: The Turbulent Lives
of Lord Byron’s Wife and Daughter:
Annabella Milbanke and Ada Lovelace

From Boxing Ring to Battlefield: The Life
of War Hero Lew Jenkins
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Amanuensis
Amanuensis: A person whose employment is to write what another dictates, or to
copy what another has written. Source: Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary
(1913).
The history that concerns us here explains the past and the
present by narrative: telling stories—true ones, of course;
that’s what makes them history, not fiction. Narrative
history is not just an almanac or a chronology of what
happened in the past. It is explanation of what happened in
terms of the motives and the perspectives of the human
agents whose choices, decisions, and actions made those
events happen. And that history, the kind most readers of
nonfiction consume, is almost always wrong. What narrative
history gets wrong are its explanations of what happened.
And the same goes for biography—the history of one person
over a lifetime. Biographers can get all the facts from
birth to death right. What they inevitably get wrong is why
their subjects did what they accurately report them as
having done.
It all starts with the fact that most history is
narrative, narrative is stories, and stories are
chronologies stitched together into plots we understand
better than anything else, or at least we think we do. The
same science that reveals why we view the world through the
lens of narrative also shows that the lens not only
distorts what we see but is the source of illusions we can
neither shake nor even correct for most of the time. As
we’ll see, however, all narratives are wrong—wrong in the
same way and for the same reason. [more]
Alex Rosenberg, “Why Most Narrative History Is Wrong”
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